Perimeter Protect
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Delivers a First Line of Defense

Get Your Security Going with an Affordable, Effective,
and Easy to Implement Solution
You recognize that security is important, but you have
doubts that recent cyberattacks pertain to you. You
want to protect your technology environment against
cybercrime, but you’re unsure of the steps you need to
take. You fear that your team won’t be able to manage
a security program. You question if there’s room in your
budget for security measures, and if there is, are they worth
the investment?

You Need to Start Somewhere
Begin with Perimeter Protect
Don’t wait to take a hit from cybercrime. The perimeter of
your network is a major entry point for cybercriminals.
So, why not start your security setup here? Be ahead of
heightened risk with Perimeter Protect, a fusion of a nextgeneration firewall and enhanced security services. Why?
Because yesterday’s firewalls don’t meet today’s needs.

If any of these concerns apply to you, then Perimeter Protect
is the first step toward putting your security worries to rest.

PERIMETER PROTECT BENEFITS

PROACTIVE THREAT PROTECTION IS MADE
SIMPLE WITH PERIMETER PROTECT

Affordable
Progressive Technology Enriched 		

Intrusion Prevention System (IPS)

by Human Insight & Support

Intrusion Detection System (IDS)

Early and Advanced Threat 			

Advanced Threat Protection (ATP)

Detection & Prevention

Threat Feed Monitoring

Ongoing Observation & Rapid 			

Web Protection Filtering

Response for Real Peace of Mind

Web Server Protection

Detailed, Digestible, and 			

Application Filtering

Understandable Security Reports

Email Protection
Wireless Protection
Enhanced Logging & Reporting
Secure VPN Access
WAN Failover & Load Balancing

Perimeter Protect - Delivers a First Line of Defense
Security
Where to begin? Perimeter Protect gives you
defensive security that couples technology with
expertise.
Perimeter Protect presents an extensive set of security
offerings from a state-of-the-art hardware and humanexperience perspective. This is one of many facets that
sets Perimeter Protect apart from other perimeter security
options on the market.
With Perimeter Protect, you can expect a wide range
of armor for your outer environment, beginning with
resistance toward external attacks. Other vital capabilities
include real-time inspection of web traffic, safeguarding of
email, prevention of data loss, complete Wi-Fi control, and
so much more.
Our expert Information Security Advisory Team (ISAT)
stays on top of all threats within your system. Through
standard monitoring, as well as Threat Feed Monitoring,
ISAT gives you critical, timely and relevant information
and recommendations to put into play. An original
and highly effective solution, Perimeter Protect makes
security manageable.

Flexibility
In today’s complex world of security, flexibility is
the name of the game. Perimeter Protect doesn’t
hold back.
Perimeter Protect can be deployed as a hardware or
virtual appliance, or in the cloud as a hosted appliance
for complete flexibility. Its Secure VPN Access offers both
Site-to-Site and Remote Access VPN connectivity, making
communication seamless between headquarters and
branch offices, for example. Other great assets of Perimeter
Protect are its ability to support multiple WAN connections,
delivering load balancing and failover; and providing

Quality of Service (QoS), guaranteeing more reliable and
consistent network throughput. Perimeter Protect works in
conjunction with specific security technology for amplified,
unmatched defense.

Visibility
Knowing what is happening on your network
shouldn’t be a mystery. Perimeter Protect brings
clarity to Logging & Reporting.
Perimeter Protect offers exceptional logging and reporting
capabilities that can provide out-of-the-box, automated
report generation and distribution for a variety of reports
covering all features of the Perimeter Protect competencies.
What’s unique is that these reports are designed with you
in mind. Not only do they present just the right amount of
detail, but they are also easy to navigate and understand,
letting you spend little time deciphering their meaning and
more time taking care of security.

FEATURES
Monthly Subscription			
Hardware + Services
Prime Security Functionality
Active Security Management & Monitoring
Standardized Monthly Reporting

A Closer Look Inside Perimeter Protect
Shield Your Environment from External
Attacks with an Intrusion Prevention System
(IPS) & Intrusion Detection System (IDS)
The Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) & Intrusion Detection
System (IDS) continuously monitor your network for
malicious activity or violations, and block external attacks
from happening. Select only the IPS rules that apply to you
or create custom criteria to fit your exact needs.

Prevent and Detect Threats and Infections
Inside or Outside of Your Network with
Advanced Threat Protection (ATP)
Advanced Threat Protection (ATP) combines multiple types
of security features, working fluidly together, to prevent
and detect threats and infections inside and outside of your
network. The types of attacks it monitors include Advanced
Persistent Threats (APTs) – malicious attacks from a foreign
country; command and control traffic to reveal threats like
botnets, which can participate in denial-of-service attacks,
for instance; and targeted assaults.

Proactively Monitor Threats with Threat Feed
Monitoring
Our Information Security Advisory Team (ISAT) brings
experts into the equation. They monitor and review
alerts generated by the customer’s system, and present
recommendations for swift action. As well, ISAT has its finger
on the pulse of the latest threat intelligence and shares this

knowledge. Threat Feed Monitoring is an essential part of
any security strategy.

Safeguard Web Activity with Web Protection
Filtering & Web Server Protection
Web Protection Filtering allows organizations to control
information accessible via the Web through a set of rules
defined by you. Perimeter Protect features customizable
URL filtering policies to block access to sites based on
category or content type, and can be set to work with
quotas, specific users or groups, or by time of day. Moreover,
blacklisting and whitelisting for specific sites and services
allow for necessary exceptions. Web Server Protection
stands up to malware, offering real-time inspection of all
web traffic and downloads.

Safely Enable Applications with Application
Filtering
To safely enable applications, it’s important to group them
based on properties that you define, such as category and
technology. Set your rules, and let Application Filtering do
the rest, enabling you to provide access to applications
while eliminating the need to keep updating the rules of
your Application Filtering policy.

Our Information Security Advisory Team (ISAT) has
its finger on the pulse of the latest threat intelligence
and shares this knowledge with you.

A Closer Look Inside Perimeter Protect
Guard Incoming and Outgoing Email with
Email Protection
Phishing emails are a form of social engineering and are
designed primarily to acquire sensitive data for financial gain
or further access into a network. They are also a mechanism
for delivering malware – software that aims to harm or disable
computers and computer systems. The Perimeter Protect
Email Protection function watches over all email passing in
and out of your network, detecting and stopping malicious
and spam emails from hitting your Inbox. In addition, it offers
email encryption, and blocking or notification based on the
type of data being transferred through an email message.
This prevents the sharing of sensitive information in an
unsecured fashion. An Outlook add-in feature is available
with the encryption features, and users can take advantage
of the self-service portal for quarantine management and
email-sender whitelist controls.

Strengthen Wireless Connections
with Wireless Protection
Where there is wireless, there can be weakness. Not with
Perimeter Protect. It serves as a Wi-Fi controller for access
points that are easily deployed across your network. Access
points that are sized for different numbers of connections
are plug and play to position, once wireless network
information is configured on the Perimeter Protect device.
By using multiple Wi-Fi zones, guest networks and hotspots,
combined with Network Access Control (NAC), a high level
of security, flexibility, and accessibility is achieved.

Get Clear Security Intelligence with
Enhanced Logging & Reporting
Designed with you in mind, Perimeter Protect delivers
automated reports that you can navigate with ease, covering
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all aspects of the solution. Combined with Active Directory
or Single Sign-On (SSO), the reports can help pinpoint
computers, departments, and users that are generating
excessive network traffic or accessing sites that violate
company-approved user polices. You’re in control now.

Be Remote with Secure VPN Access
If you have branch offices, then Perimeter Protect is a must.
Its Site-to-Site and Remote Access VPN connectivity are
essential in the modern workplace. Our services simplify
deployment of VPN tunnels, and VPN connectivity is
realized by using the latest industry standard technologies.
VPN connectivity is also available via the HTML5 self-help
portal for secure network access.

Stay Up and Running with WAN Failover &
Load Balancing
When the Wide Area Network (WAN) wobbles, your business
won’t with WAN Failover & Load Balancing. Together, they
stop your network from costly disruptions. Able to handle
multiple WAN connections, Perimeter Protect provides
load balancing, failover and Quality of Service (QoS) with
these connections. And, block, shape or throttle traffic to
specific applications with defined preferences.
Individual sites and technical environments may have an impact on
service offerings.

Start your security off right with
Perimeter Protect.
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